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INDEPENDENCE DAY 2018

Thousands laid down their lives so that our country could celebrate this
day. The whole Bhartiyam family saluted the nation with freedom in the
mind, faith in the words, pride in the souls after all it was the august
occasion of the 72nd Independence day of our country.
The Tribute to our nation was given out with a flowerful flag hoisting in
front of the erudite souls of Bhartiyam International School Mr. Bharat
Goel and Mr. Gurjeet Singh Kamra, the directors of this esteemed
institution, Mr. Rajesh Sharma, the Principal, and Mrs. Rashmi Anand,
the head mistress, Mr. Ashok Mishra, the academic coordinator
including all the worthy teachers, students and organization panel and
then the august occasion was gifted with a melodious 52 seconds of the
freedom lyrics. The pride and the feeling of patriotism defined the gold
like purity they had for their tri-colored nation, India.
The whole celebration changed into melodies and cool hearted tune
which was freshened by a wonderful ‘Abhivyakti Slogan’ in which the
tiny tots of Sapling 1 to Sapling 3 delivered some of the most famous
dialogues of the freedom fighters. Then it molded into the heart touching
vocal presentation ‘Ae Mere Watan Abaad Rahe Tu’ by the students of
class 3rd and 4th. Afterwards was the inter-house choir singing
competition by four of the houses. Astor Arya came forward with a
fabulous song ‘Ae desh ke Jawaan’ and enthused the whole vicinity with a
great pride. Carmine Vincian and Columbian Adventurers expressed
their utterly high love for the nation through the songs ‘Ho Jao Taiyaar
Sathiyon’ and ‘Hum Sathi Hain Hum Raahi’ respectively. Lastly Mighty
Marx exhibited its Patriotic sensation through ‘Aao Milkar Gaayen Is
Desh Ka Taraana’. Then was another zealous Inter House Dance
Competition by Bhartiyam’s gemstones with all the bearing of ‘Bhangra’
showed our diverse country in a musical manner and left an indelible
impact in the minds of the watchers.
This decorous summary was overviewed by the soul from where the
emergence of BIS occurred Mr. Bharat Goyal, who showered his
blessings on his Bhartiyam family and expressed his gratitude towards all
the worthy souls of this esteemed institution.
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